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Abstract

A study of single top quark production via flavor changing neutral current interactions at tqγ vertices

is performed at future circular hadron electron collider. The signal cross sections for the processes e−p →
e−W±q+X and e−p → e−W±bq+X in the collision of electron beam with energy Ee = 60 GeV and proton

beam with energy Ep = 50 TeV are calculated. In the analysis, the invariant mass distributions of three jets

reconstructing top quark mass, requiring one b-tagged jet and other two jets reconstructing the W mass

are used to count signal and background events after all selection cuts. The upper limits on the anomalous

flavor changing neutral current tqγ couplings are found to be λq < 0.01 at future circular hadron electron

collider for Lint = 100 fb−1 with the fast simulation of detector effects. Signal significance depending on

the couplings λq is analyzed and an enhanced sensitivity is found to the branching ratio BR(t → qγ) at the

future circular hadron electron collider when compared to the current experimental results.
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I. INTRODUCTION

One of the characteristic features of top quark which makes it very interesting is its large mass.

Precise measurements of the couplings among top quark, gauge bosons and quarks are sensitive

test of new physics (search for deviations) Beyond the Standard Model (BSM). The cross section

for single top quark production via electroweak interactions is about three times smaller than the

pair production which can be produced by strong interaction process at the Large Hadron Collider

(LHC). Top quark interacts primarily by the strong interaction, but only decays through the weak

interaction to a W boson and a bottom quark (most frequently). It provides unique probe to search

for the dynamics of electroweak symmetry breaking. With the high rates, it has the potential for

precision studies.

The Flavor Changing Neutral Current (FCNC) transitions are not present at the lowest order

and suppressed at loop level due to the GIM mechanism in the Standard Model (SM) [1]. Therefore,

the top quark FCNC interactions would be a good test of new physics at the present and future

colliders. In the BSM scenarios such as two-Higgs doublet model [2], supersymmetry [3], technicolor

[4] predict branching ratios for the top quark FCNC decays of the order of 10−6 − 10−5. Recent

results from CMS experiment place upper bound on the top quark FCNC branching ratio from

different channels as BR(t → uγ) < 1.61× 10−4 and BR(t → cγ) < 1.82× 10−3 at 95% confidence

level [5].

One of the future collider projects currently under consideration after the LHC era is the Future

Circular Collider (FCC) [6] which includes an option for hadron-electron (FCC-he) collider. This

mode is considered to be realized by accelerating electrons up to 60 GeV and colliding them with a

beam of protons at the energy of 50 TeV. Recently, search capability and new physics potential of

FCC-he collider has been presented in Ref.[7]. The ep colliders has a broad top physics potential

which can be consulted through Refs.[8–18]. Our study is based on FCC-he which would provide

sufficient energy to search for top quark FCNC interactions in a clean environment with suppressed

backgrounds from strong interaction process [19, 20].

In this work, we investigate the anomalous FCNC tqγ couplings via single top quark production

for probing the FCNC couplings at FCC-he collider. In our study, hadronic decay channel of W

boson in the final state of the processes e−p → e−W±q + X and e−p → e−W±bq + X (where q

denotes quarks other than top quark) is selected for the signal and background analysis. The event

selection and cuts on kinematic variables are discussed in detail. Finally, the discovery potential of

anomalous FCNC tqγ couplings is examined as a function of luminosity at FCC-he.
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II. ANOMALOUS FCNC INTERACTIONS

The higher order effective operators can be used to describe the BSM effects in model indepen-

dent way [21]. For the FCNC tqγ couplings the effective Lagrangian can be written as [22]

LFCNC =
ge
2mt

ūσµν(λL
utPL + λR

utPR)tAµν +
ge
2mt

c̄σµν(λL
ctPL + λR

ctPR)tAµν + h.c. (1)

where ge is the electromagnetic coupling constant; λ
L(R)
qt are the strength of anomalous FCNC

couplings for tqγ, which vanish at the lowest order in SM; PL(R) denotes the left (right) handed

projection operators; σµν is the tensor defined as σµν = i
2 [γ

µ, γν ] for the FCNC interactions. Here,

no specific chirality is assumed for the FCNC interaction vertices, i.e. λL
q = λR

q = λq.

The effective Lagrangian can be used to calculate both production cross sections and the branch-

ing ratios of the t → qγ decays. At present, the observed bounds on the top quark FCNC decays

are still rather weak. However, the low energy flavor transitions mediated by top quark loops may

also be affected and could therefore provide helpful information for direct searches at high-energy

colliders. The top quark FCNC interactions affect b quark FCNC decays through loop diagrams as

mentioned in Ref. [23, 24]. The bounds [25] on the real FCNC couplings are lower than the current

direct limits but still accessible at the high-luminosity run of LHC. In our calculations, we use the

effective interaction vertices at the leading order level, however we change its parameters (λq) in an

accessible range (0-0.05). More vertices with FCNC couplings each having an order of λq = 10−2

contributes less.

III. PRODUCTION CROSS SECTIONS

The existence of the anomalous tqγ couplings can lead to the production of a single top quark in

ep collisions. The top quark single production processes are sensitive to the top FCNC interactions

in the high energy collisions. In this section, to make an estimation for the signal, first we calculate

cross section for on-shell single top quark production. The signal cross section for the processes

e−p → (e−t+e−t̄)X is given as 3.238×10−2 pb while for the process e−p → (e−tq̄+e−t̄q)X the cross

section is 8.106 × 10−3 pb for equal coupling scenario λu = λc = 0.01 at the center of mass energy

√
sep ≃ 3.46 TeV of the FCC-he collider. The signal cross sections are given in Table I and Table II

for the couplings λu and λc in the range of (0 − 0.01). For the cross section calculations, we use

MadGraph5_aMC@NLO [26] in which the effective FCNC couplings is implemented through FeynRules

package [27] via the Lagrangian described in Eq. 1. We have used the parton distribution function

NNPDF23 [28] which is already available within the MadGraph 5. In the calculation we used
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FIG. 1: Feynman diagrams for single top quark production through FCNC vertices and the top quark decays

via charged current. First two diagrams correspond to subprocess e−q → e−W+b while others correspond

to e−g → e−qW+b which contributes to the signal process.

TABLE I: The signal cross section values (in pb) for the process e−p → (e−t+ e−t̄)X at FCC-he.

FCC-he λc = 10−2 λc = 10−3 λc = 0

λu = 10−2 3.238× 10−2 2.490× 10−2 2.488×10−2

λu = 10−3 7.834× 10−3 3.243× 10−4 2.480×10−4

λu = 0 7.576× 10−3 7.580× 10−5 0

fixed renormalization and factorization scales at mZ for the pdf used both in MadGraph5_aMC@NLO

and Pythia 6 [30]. We obtain the cross section σc = 7.58 fb (σu = 24.88 fb) for the process

e−p → (e−t + e−t̄)X, and σc = 2.96 fb (σu = 5.15 fb) for the process e−p → (e−tq̄ + e− t̄q)X for

couplings λu = 0 and λc = 0.01 (λc = 0 and λu = 0.01), respectively. The cross section depends on

λu and λc with different strength due to proton parton distribution function.

IV. SIGNAL AND BACKGROUND ANALYSIS

In this section, the analysis of FCNC tqγ couplings through the signal processes e−p → e−W±q+

X and e−p → e−W±bq +X as well as relevant backgrounds at FCC-he are given. While the first

process includes both the signal and the interfering background, the second process includes only
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TABLE II: The signal cross section values (in pb) for the process e−p → (e−tq̄ + e−t̄q)X at FCC-he.

FCC-he λc = 10−2 λc = 10−3 λc = 0

λu = 10−2 8.106× 10−3 5.161× 10−3 5.150×10−3

λu = 10−3 3.032× 10−3 8.132× 10−5 5.142×10−5

λu = 0 2.957× 10−3 2.973× 10−5 0

TABLE III: Kinematic cuts used for the analysis of signal and background events. Pre-selection cuts are

used to select the events with three jets and one electron with transverse momentum grater than 20 GeV.

Cuts Definitions

Cut-0 pre-selection cuts with number of jets > 3 and one electron with peT > 20 GeV

Cut-1 one jet with b-tagging

Cut-2 pbT > 40 GeV and pj2, j3T > 30 GeV,

Cut-3 −5 < ηb, j2, j3 < 0 and −2.5 < ηe < 2.5

Cut-4 60 GeV < M rec
inv(j2, j3) < 90 GeV

Cut-5 130 GeV < M rec
inv(jb, j2, j3) < 200 GeV

signal. In the analysis, we take into account off-shell top quark FCNC interaction vertices (tqγ).

The Feynman diagrams for the signal processes are shown in Fig. 1. The signal processes are studied

through the on-shell W boson production and W boson decays hadronically, the characterization

of the signal processes are given by the presence of at least three jets and an electron in the final

state. In order to generate signal and background events we use MadGraph5_aMC@NLO [26]. For the

signal the effective Lagrangian described by Eq. 1 with FCNC couplings is implemented through

FeynRules package [29] into the MadGraph5_aMC@NLO as a Universal FeynRules Output (UFO)

module [27]. Pythia 6 and Delphes 3 [31] are used for parton showering, hadronization and fast

detector simulation, respectively. Jets are clustered using FastJet [32] with the anti-kt algorithm

[33] where a cone radius is used as R = 0.5. In our analysis, b-tagging with efficiency 75% plays an

important role to select final state. Misidentification probability of light quark and c quark as b-jet

is taken to be 0.1% and 5%, respectively. In order to distinguish signal and background, we apply

the kinematic selection cuts as shown in Table III. At least three jets are required and an electron

is selected in the event with transverse momentum pT > 20 GeV. The distribution of the number

of jets in signal events for λq = 0.03, and also in the most important backgrounds is given in Fig. 2.

One of the three jets is tagged as the b-jet while the others are used to reconstruct W boson-mass.

The b-tagged jet with pT > 40 GeV and other two jets with pT >30 GeV are considered.
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FIG. 2: The distribution of the jet size in signal events, and also in the important backgrounds; Btt:

e−p → e−tt̄+X , Bbjj : e−qb → e−qbj2 +X , with qb = b or b̄ and j2 = qq̄ or gg.

Due to the energy asymmetry of the collider pseudo-rapidity of the jets mainly peaked backward

(or forward) region depending on ep (or pe) collisions, therefore it is taken to be in the interval

−5 < η < 0 for jets and −2.5 < η < 2.5 for the electron. To reconstruct W boson from other

two jets, invariant mass of them is required to be between 60 GeV and 90 GeV. As a final cut

reconstructed top quark mass from a b-jet and two other jets is selected to be in the range 130

GeV− 200 GeV to count events for further analysis to evaluate the significance for FCNC couplings.

After the applied cuts already defined in Table III, the number of signal and all relevant backgrounds

are given in Table IV. In Table IV, S+BW is defined as the signal for both processes and interference

background in e−p → e−W±q + X. Since our signal processes include on-shell W -boson and its

decay into two jets, we classified the background according to e+V + jets which include eWj, eZj

and we also consider the eHj, ebjj and ett̄ backgrounds.

The relevant backgrounds are defined as BW for process e−p → e−W±q + X, BZ for e−p →
e−Zq +X, BH for e−p → e−Hq +X, Btt for e−p → e−tt̄+X, Bbjj for e−qb → e−qbj2 +X with

qb = b or b̄ and j2 = qq̄ or gg. The irreducible SM background Bbjj is related to 2 → 4 process which

includes both off-shell W and Z background as well as e + 3jets backgrounds. Total background

will be BT ≡Btt+BW+BZ+BH+Bbjj. The number of events for relevant backgrounds after Cut-5

are found to be 1170, 460, 443, 110, and 47 for Bbjj, Btt, BW , BZ , and BH respectively, for the

integrated luminosity Lint = 100fb−1. For the signal and background (BW ) we obtain 622 events

after Cut-5 for FCNC coupling λq = 0.01. The major contribution to the background comes from
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TABLE IV: The number of signal and relevant background events after each kinematic cuts in the analysis

with Lint =100 fb−1.

Processes Cut-0 Cut-1 Cut-2 Cut-3 Cut-4 Cut-5

S +BW (λ = 0.03) 206373 11687 8665 7964 2867 1883

S +BW (λ = 0.01) 200135 7827 5776 5312 1396 622

BW 199678 7411 5447 4990 1184 443

BH 2279 979 802 757 107 47

BZ 13420 1639 1145 956 246 110

Btt 9752 5594 5339 4974 1079 460

Bbjj 48241 17287 9936 9074 2573 1170
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FIG. 3: Distributions of reconstructed invariant mass of top quark plots for signal and relevant backgrounds

with different anomalous FCNC couplings. The lower part of each plot shows the relative ratio of (S + B)

and B.

Bbjj, even only one b-tag is required in the final state. The number of background events relatively

depend on the branching into the jets.

Fig. 3 shows the distribution of reconstructed invariant mass of top quark after Cut-4 for different

FCNC couplings when both λu and λc are equal. The left plot shows when both λ equal to 0.03 for

signal and all relevant background are plotted as well as the ratio (S +BW )/BW at the bottom of

each one. As it can be seen from ratio plots in Fig. 3, even for a small coupling signal is promoted

nearly above the total background. According to the inclusion of all relevant backgrounds (BT )

the ratio ((S + BT )/BT ) at the top quark mass decreases a factor about 0.27 for λ=0.03 when

compared with the respective ratio for BW .
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The Statistical Significance (SS) is calculated after final cut by using Poisson formula

SS =
√

2[(S +BT ) ln(1 + S/BT )− S] (2)

where S and BT are the signal and total background events at a particular luminosity. Since the

proton beam energy is very large, sensitivity to the λu and λc couplings are close to each other. The

results for the SS values depending on the integrated luminosity (on the left) for equal coupling

scenario are given in Fig. 4. The integrated luminosity versus FCNC couplings (on the right) at

3σ and 5σ significance is presented in Fig. 4. It is clear from Fig. 4 that even at a luminosity of

20 fb−1 the FCC-he would provide 2σ significance for λq=0.01, while for an integrated luminosity

of 100 fb−1 we obtain 5σ significance at this coupling. With all the relevant backgrounds, we find

3σ signal significance results to reach an upper limit λ = 0.01 at the FCC-he with an integrated

luminosity of 40 fb−1. One can reach at a lower limit of λ = 0.005 for an observability at the

integrated luminosity projection of 1 ab−1 when it is extrapolated as shown in the right panel of

the Fig. 4 .

There are alternative use of effective coupling constants appearing in the effective Lagrangian.

We express our results in terms of branching ratios which can be comparable with the results of

other studies. Using top quark FCNC decay widths and total decay width we can calculate the

branching ratio BR(t → qγ) depending on coupling λq. In order to translate the bounds, the

branching ratio is defined as

BR(t → qγ) =
Γ(t → qγ)

Γ(t → q′W+) + Γ(t → uγ) + Γ(t → cγ)
(3)

In this equation, we indicate the tree-level prediction for the top quark (t) decay width into a

massless down sector quark (q′) and a W -boson,

Γ(t → q′W+) =
αe

16 sin2 θw
|Vtq′ |2

m3
t

m2
W

[

1− 3
m4

W

m4
t

+ 2
m6

W

m6
t

]

(4)

For the total decay width of the top quark, the main contribution comes from the decay t → bW

with the latest value of about Γ(t → bW ) = 1.41 GeV [34], because the Vtb element of CKM matrix

is much larger than Vts and Vtd. The partial widths for the FCNC decay channels t → qγ are

calculated as Γ(t → qγ) = (1/8)αeλ
2
qmt.

The FCNC coupling λ=0.01 can be converted to the branching ratio BR(t → qγ) = 2 × 10−5

by using Eqs. (3)-(4) and the partial widths for the FCNC decay channels. We obtain smaller

branching ratio when compared with previous ep experiments H1 [35] and ZEUS [36] at HERA

where they reported limits on the branchings 0.64% and 0.29% at 95 % C.L., respectively. At a
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FIG. 4: On the left the statistical significance depending on integrated luminosity for different anomalous

FCNC couplings (λ). On the right integrated luminosity versus anomalous FCNC couplings at 3σ and 5σ

significance.

future ep collider project LHeC [37] planned to run concurrently with the HL-LHC, the upper limits

on branching ratios are the order of 10−5 for an integrated luminosity of 100 fb−1 [38]. We also

compare our results on the branching ratios with the LHC results. Based on proton-proton collisions

at 8 TeV within the CMS detector at the LHC at an integrated luminosity of 19.8 fb−1, the limits on

the top quark FCNC branching ratios are BR(t → uγ) = 1.7× 10−4 and BR(t → cγ) = 2.2× 10−3

at 95% C.L. [5]. Our limit on the branching ratio is one order smaller than the LHC Run-I reach.

The projected limits on top FCNC couplings at LHC 14 TeV and HL-LHC have been reported in

Ref. [39], where the expected upper limits on branching ratio t → qγ are 8× 10−5 and 2.5 × 10−5

for an integrated luminosity 300 fb−1 and 3000 fb−1, respectively.

V. CONCLUSIONS

We conclude that FCC-he, with an electron energy of 60 GeV and a proton energy of 50 TeV,

would provide significant single top quark production event rates via investigated channel. Top

quark FCNC couplings (λ > 0.01) can be searched at the level of significance greater than 3σ with

an integrated luminosity of larger than 40 fb−1 at the projected FCC-he. Since b-tagging has an

important role for our study, for a more realistic b-tagging efficiency of 60%, statistical significance

decreases about 10%, and it has also similar effect on the limits of couplings. With our analysis for

1 ab−1 the sensitivity to the branching ratio is better than the available experimental limits, and

comparable or even better then their projected upgrade results.
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